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LAS VEGAS, Oct 26, 2001 /PRNewswire via COMTEX/ --

Compatibility enables connection to ATM switch providers using cellular infrastructure

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR), the global leader in self-service solutions, has approved a remote access option made available
by U.S. Wireless Data Corporation as compatible with NCR's off- premise, retail automated teller machines (ATMs). Announced at
the National Association of Convenience Stores show in Las Vegas, the "Synapse Adapter(TM)" solution features Cellular Digital
Packet Data (CDPD) technology, an offering that dissects data files into multiple packets of information and transmits that
information using existing cellular systems.

The Synapse Adapter is certified by most major switch providers and enables remote ATM access without "hooking up" via traditional phone lines.
NCR has confirmed its Convenience TouchPoints(TM) ATMs will accommodate the CDPD modem. The Synapse Adapter option is of particular
interest to deployers interested in temporary ATM setup for major events and other instances where wireless connectivity is more cost-effective than
dial-up.

Brad Lozier, vice president of NCR's Financial Solutions Division, Americas region, said, "We are showcasing this technology because it offers yet
another flexible solution for retailers and deployers to consider. Just a few years ago, no one thought of ATMs that weren't encased in the wall. Yet,
look at the popularity of retail deployment today. When phone lines are not readily available or prove too costly to install on a temporary basis, CDPD
may be the answer."

About U.S. Wireless Data

U.S. Wireless Data (OTC: USWE), and its subsidiary NXT, make credit card and ATM transactions work faster and more economically. USWD
connects credit card processing companies to their merchant clients. Using wireless and landline technology, USWD provides improved transport,
data translation, and value-added processing. In addition, by enabling wireless point of sale terminals, USWD adds speed and mobility that has been
unachievable in the past. USWD now handles more than 500 million transactions each year through its centralized computer center and nationwide
network. Further information is available at www.uswirelessdata.com .

About NCR Corporation

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a leader in providing Relationship Technology(TM) solutions to customers worldwide. NCR's Relationship
Technology solutions include the Teradata(R) database and analytical applications such as customer relationship management (CRM) and demand
chain management, store automation systems and automated teller machines (ATMs). The company's business solutions are built on the foundation
of its long- established industry knowledge and consulting expertise, value-adding software, global customer support services, a complete line of
consumable and media products, and leading edge hardware technology. NCR employs 32,900 in more than 100 countries, and is a component stock
of the Standard & Poor's 500 Index. More information about NCR and its solutions may be found at www.ncr.com .

NCR and Teradata are trademarks or registered trademarks of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries.
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